Recharge & Revitalize Skin

Micro-Current Face Mask & Under Eye Patch Systems
Mr. Jamal Yanaki, CEO of ActivaDerm Inc., is the creator of dĒp Patch™. He has extensive experience in research and product development in the biomedical industry. With a B.S. in chemistry, M.S. in chemical engineering and executive M.B.A., he utilized his extensive knowledge and expertise to develop and patent a one-of-a-kind topical assisted delivery system.

dĒp Patch™ Under Eye Patches and Full Face Mask have micro-current technology to ensure enhanced results for your client’s and ROI for your business.
About dEp Patch™

Micro current; an active system that assists in delivering ionic solutions into the skin.
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Direct Micro Current

- A physical process that allows ions to flow through the skin by means of micro current to enhance serums penetration by the skin.
- Ions that are negatively charged are driven with negative current. Positively charged serums are driven with positive current.
- Assists the ionically charged serum (such as Vitamin C Liquid Gold, negatively charged) pressed into the skin by micro current repelling force created by similar ionic charge (negative).
- Increases the penetration of Vitamin C multiple times more than passive patches alone.
- Naturally affects all layers of the epidermis to promote healthy looking skin.
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Topical Applications

Typically no greater than 5% of topically applied creams or lotions penetrate the stratum corneum
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Using Micro current

Results with dĒp Patch™ micro-current force showed deeper delivery and concentration than topical applications alone. This allows maximum results and benefits.
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Sensations of Micro Current

• Some patients feel little or no sensation; others describe it as a tingling or warm sensation
• Some may experience a slight metal taste, especially if they have metal hardware (e.g. fillings or braces)
• Any sensations that may be felt decrease or completely disappear after a few minutes
Introducing dĒp Patch™ Products
Under Eye Patches
Your eyes reveal a lot about you, including how you age. Combat the appearance of fine lines, dark spots and sun damage with dĒp Patch Under Eye skin-care system. The patches are reusable for up to 8 applications and include a built-in power pack. dĒp Patch provides superior results to standard topical applications alone.

Full Face Mask
The mask utilizes micro-current technology to deliver C+ Liquid Gold Infusing Serum into the skin. Reusable for up to 8 applications, the mask is adjustable and includes a built-in power pack to amp up results.
Technical Specification

• dĒp Patch™ Under Eye
  • Powered with 3 Volt battery
  • Generates 0.20 mA or 0.000116 A-cm² (micro-current distribution)

• dĒp Patch™ Mask
  • Powered with 6 Volt battery
  • Generates 0.63 mA or 0.000189 A-cm² (micro current-distribution)
dēp Patch™ Benefits

• Safe, non-invasive, non-traumatic products that deliver results without any downtime.

• Consistent localized delivery makes it more effective and efficient.

• Creates younger looking skin by promoting a healthier environment throughout your skin.
Indications for dĒp Patch

- Lightens and brightens the appearance of dull skin
- Reduces the look of fine lines and wrinkles
- Reduces the appearance of hyperpigmentation and melasma
- Relieves the look of puffiness and dark under eye circles
Precautions

• Facial piercings that could come in contact with the patches or mask
• Metal facial implants
• Cardiac pacemaker
• Severe acne
• Open lesions
• Allergy to Vitamin C or other active ingredients
C+ Liquid Gold Infusing Serum

- Reduces the appearance of wrinkles and roughness
- Lightens the look of skin’s tone and hyperpigmentation
- Powerful antioxidants to support younger looking skin

LIQUID GOLD Infusing Serum

Highly potent 20% Vitamin C Serum is packed with powerful antioxidants to reveal radiant, healthy illuminated skin.
C+ Infusing Serum

- **Active Ingredient**
  - 20% L-Ascorbyl glucoside (AA2G)

- **L-Ascorbic Acid**
  - The most potent and stable form of Vitamin C when paired with glucoside

- **Enhance hyaluronic acid production**

- **Extends bioavailability**
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Vitamin C Benefits in Skin Care

- Increases the effectiveness of sunscreens and boosts skin defense against UV exposure
- Can aid in the prevention against future damage
- Reduces the appearance of sun damage (hyperpigmentation/dark spots)
Vitamin C and Collagen

- Vitamin C is critical to collagen health
- Collagen is the framework for firmness, form, strength and elastin (1/3 of all protein in the body)
- “Glue” that holds the body together
- Improves the depth and appearance of wrinkles
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Elasticity and Hyaluronic Acid

• Hyaluronic acid is the key molecule responsible for skin moisture that has a unique capacity in retaining water
• Preserves intercellular moisture and provides framework for blood vessels
• Hyaluronic acid production decreases as we age
• Vitamin C (AA2G) helps skin to naturally build hyaluronic acid while dEp’s system can help maintain skin elasticity by working through all the layers of the epidermis
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Vitamin C and Hyperpigmentation

• Natural, safe skin lightener
• Vitamin C lightens the appearance of pigmented melanin by reducing reaction of melanin synthesis
• Reduction of Dopa-Quinone and suppression of tyrosinase activity.
• Can help in protecting against UV damage
WHITE OUT Lightening Cream

WHITE OUT Lightening cream is a powerful skin lightener and antioxidant used as maintenance cream to brighten skin, repair uneven skin tone and decrease hyperpigmentation caused by sun damage.
WHITE OUT Lightening Cream

WHITE OUT Lightening Cream is a powerful skin lotion with antioxidant. Ideal to use as a maintenance cream to help brighten the appearance of skin, uneven tone and hyperpigmentation caused by sun damage.
White Out Lightening Cream

Benefits

• Potent melanin inhibitor

• Uses the most advanced lightening ingredients to illuminate the appearance of skin tone, correct the look of dark spots and lighten dark hair

• Targets microcirculation to address the luminosity of the skin

• Aids in creating an even, radiant, youthful-looking complexion
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White Out Active Ingredients

**Gwennis**
An algae rich in plant pheromones, regulates the activator of tyrosinase and the size and number of melanosomes. *Tyrosinase is the first enzyme in the conversion of tyrosine to melanin.*

**SymWhite 377**
A natural skin lightening compound occurring in pine. Improves dull complexions, promotes clarity and brightness while providing a uniform skin tone. Added benefit: Lightens dark hair.

**Wonderlight**
Derived from hops that has a natural preservative quality. Decreases hyperpigmentation by blocking melanocyte differentiation and proliferation.
White Out Active Ingredients Continued

**Gatuline Radiance**
An extract from the plant Wu-Zhu-Yu, a plant traditionally used in Chinese medicine. Stimulates microcirculation GA participates in the nutrition and support of tissues in the skin. Triggers vasodilation which gives skin its rosy complexion.

**B White**
Derived from the plant field dock. Blocks the pathways of pigmentation from the complete pathways (genetic as well as UV exposure).

**Axolight**
Derived from wheat bran. Inhibits melanogenisis and prevents UV induced coloration.
Clinical Results
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Clinical Results
Testimonial

**Dr. Richard Anderson**
Specializes: oculoplastic, facial plastic and cosmetic surgery

“I have been able to observe significant, and sometimes dramatic, improvements in skin quality, fine wrinkles and hyper-pigmentation.”

---

**Dr. Mark Taylor**
World-renowned dermatologist and cosmetic laser surgeon

“The difference between this product and any other device on the market is in the application of a medically proven technology to effectively transport high potency negatively charged antioxidant vitamins into the skin for optimum improvement in the appearance of skin texture, tone, wrinkles and abnormal skin pigmentation.”
How to Use

1. Double cleanse and dry skin
2. Apply a thin layer of C+ Liquid Infusing Serum to the application area
3. Let serum dry for one minute
4. Apply the dĒp under eye patches or mask
5. First session: Leave on for 60 minutes
   Additional sessions: Leave on for 30 minutes
6. Remove patches/mask and follow with White Out or moisturizer
7. Use twice a week for one month (Patches reusable for eight treatments)
8. Use White Out Lightening Cream between mask sessions in the morning and evening DO NOT use prior/under the patches/mask.
9. Full Instructions: EclipseAesthetics.com/deppatchinstructions
dĒp Patch™ Results

- Lighter, brighter, tighter appearing skin
- Glowing complexion
- Skin looks more even, radiant and revitalized
- Reduces the appearance of dark spots, melasma, puffy eye circles
- Reduces the signs of aging and damage
- Improves the conditions for a stronger skin barrier
- Healthy, fresh, younger-looking skin
Behind the Snow Leopard Look

The beauty of the dEp Patch™ mask goes beyond being skin deep. The product is designed to serve as a vital reminder that snow leopards are endangered and in need of help.

In an effort to help, a portion of the proceeds from every dEp Patch mask and under eye patch are donated to the Snow Leopard Trust.

It’s estimated there may be as few as 3,920 snow leopards left in the wild.

Learn more @ SnowLeopard.org
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